Emergence of keratin 17 vs. loss of keratin 13: their reciprocal immunohistochemical profiles in oral carcinoma in situ.
To evaluate differential expressions for keratin (K) subtypes 13 and 17 in oral borderline malignancies, we examined 67 surgical specimens of the oral mucosa for their immunohistochemical profiles. From those specimens, 173 foci of epithelial dysplasia, 152 foci of carcinoma in situ (CIS), and 82 foci of squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) were selected according to our diagnostic criteria, along with 20 areas of normal epithelia. In normal epithelia, there was no K17 positivity (0%), whereas definite K13 positivity (100%) was observed. The same tendencies were obtained in mild (undefined) and moderate (true) epithelial dysplasias (K17: 0%; K13: 100%). In contrast, all CIS (100%) had K17 positivities, while K13 positivities were lost in many of them (7%). Similar tendencies were confirmed in invasive SCC (K17: 100%, K13: 4%). Simultaneous immunopositivities for K17 and K13 were found only in SCC (7%) and CIS (4%) foci with distinct keratinization. These foci also showed K10 positivities, though K10 positive areas were not identical to K13 positive areas. The results indicate that expressions of K17 and K13 are reciprocal in oral epithelial lesions and that the K17 emergence is related to malignancies.